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ABSTRACT

An analysis is made of thermal and diffusion effects on the droplet
growth phenomena in a supersaturated vapor and inert carrier gas. Two
cases are considered: I) constant fluid conditions, and 2) changing fluid
conditions due to condensation effects. The analysis is so formulated as to
describe the continuous growth process as the droplet size increases from
microscopic (free-molecular) to "rarefied ", even to macroscopic (continuum).

Equations for the conservation of mass and energy are derived by
application of the "Langmuir model" in the rarefied ("slip") regime and two
correlation parameters for the mass transfer and the energy transfer are
introduced for analyzing this regime. Analytic solutions are obtained for
the droplet growth with time by expressing the saturation vapor pressure
as a linear function of temperature.

The results indicate that the choice of these slip-regime pararneters
influence the droplet growth only when the ratio of the droplet size to the
mean free path is of order one. However, when the droplet size is very
small or very large compared to the mean free path, the values chosen for
these parameters have a negligible effect on the droplet growth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present analysis is to investigate the growth of
condensation droplets in rarefied gas when influenced by both thermal and

mass-diffusion e:fects in the supersaturated surrounding fluid. By "rarefied
gas" it is meant that the droplet size is of the same order of magnitude as

the mean free path of the surrounding gas. As such, the droplet is in the
so-called "slip regime". The present study extends an earlier analysis
performed by Kang and Weatherston,l in which a first-order approximation
was employed for the slip regime to investigate the droplet growth from a
microscopic size (free .molecular regime) to a macroscopic size (continuum).
In that analysis, only a small portion of the total droplet growth processij
occurred in the slip regime and, consequently, it was not necessary to be
too exacting in analyzing that regime. However, if the droplet is in the slip
regime, then a more accurate analysis is required. The present analysis
deals mainly with the droplet growth in the free-molecular and slip regimes.
The analysis, however, is also valid for large final droplet sizes in the
continuum regime.

Langmuir2 pointed out that there is a jump in the vapor concentration
at the surface of an evaporating droplet in the transition regime, analogous
to the well-known temp,'ratprg jump at the droplet surface. His observation
has led many investigators - to use the Langmuir model in analyzing either

a heat-conduction problem or a mass-transfer process in this regime.

In the present report, the Langmuir model is extended to simultaneously
consider both the energy-transfer and mass-transfer processes in the conden-
sation droplet growth under the influence of thermal and diffusion effects.
Moreover, in the present analysis, the droplet temperature is left as a
variable and is obtained as part of the solution.

In line with the objectives of the present analysis, it is necessary to
develop a formulation for droplet growth processes that will apply throughout

the free-molecular, slip, and continuum regimes. In both the free-molecular
regime, where the mean free path is large compared with the droplet diameter,

and the continuum regime, where the droplet is large compared with the mean
Sree path, there are convenient mathematical formulations for analyzing both

the mass and energy fluxes. In the slip regime, however, the formulation is

not so well established. To bridge the gap between the free-molecular and
vI the continuum regimes, the mass flux at a distance A,, from the droplet

surface is assumed to be the same for the free-molecular or continuum

considerations. Similarly, the energy fluxes are matched at a distance A&

Thus, a uniform free-molecular field is assumed within the distance & from

the droplet surface, and dontinuum conditions are assumed to prevail at

greater distances (Fig. 1).

The results obtained represent a mathematical fairing between the

free-molecular and continuum regimes. In Ref. 1, the free-molecular and

continuum effects were equated at the droplet surface proper. This procedure

Preceding Page Blank 1



was known to be somewhat in error, but led to satisfactory results for the
purpose of that analysis. Actually, the marked temperature jump within
one mean free path of droplet undergoing heat transfer to a fluid would suggest
the validity of the Larginuir model, but the mathematical model used here is
sornewhat of an artifice. However, there is good agreement between experi-
ment and theory if the free-molecular and continuum mechanisms are equated
at one mean free path from the droplet surface.

It will be shown that the values assigned to the slip-regime parameters
influence the droplet growth only when the ratio of the droplet diameter to the
mean free path is near one. When the droplet is very small or very large
compared with the meain free path, the values chosen for these parameters
have a negligible effect on the droplet growth.

Two situations are considered in the present analysis. In Sec. 2, the
growth of a single droplet is studied in a constant fluid medium which con-
sists of an inert carrier gas. and the condensing vapor. In Sec. 3, the droplet
growth is analyzed for the condition that the surrounding fluid is changing due
to condensation, depletion of the mass of vapor in the fluid medium, and
release of the heat of condensation to the surroundings.

Closed-form solutions are obtained for the droplet size as a function
of time by expressing the saturation vapor pressure as a linear function of
tempe rature. Sample calculations are performed for a nitrogen-mercury
gas nmixture under various conditions of pressure and temperature. The
initial droplet size is taken to be much smaller than the mean free path of
the surrounding gas, so that initially the free-molecular mechanisms will
prevail for the droplet growth process. Results are shown to be in general
agreement with those obtained in the earlier analysis. I

2. ANALYSIS FOR CONSTANT FIELD CONDITIONS

The formulation of the equations for the solution of the droplet growth
and temperature history is similar to that used previously, 1 although the mass
and energy transfer in the slip regime is treated somewhat differently in the
present analysis.

2. 1 MASS BALANCE

It is desired to derive an equation for the mass balance which is
applicable not only in the fret-molecule and the continuufn regimes, but
also to the intermediate glip regime. Following Fuchs, I the field around a
droplet is divided into two regions, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the immediate
vicinity of the droplet (Region Id), between r = D/ and r . M + ,& (where
ID is the diameter of the droplet), the free-molecular mechanism is assumed
to prevail with the vapor concentration being constant. Outside this region,
i.e., in Region 1 1dp continuum mechanisms hold. Then, the mass balance

yields the following equations.
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Region Id t7

It follows, from kinetic theory, that the net number of vapor molecules
condensing on the droplet per unit time is:

ZDIT- A~ ) ,7

where w- is the sticking coefficient of the vapor and I'a is the equilibrium
pressure on the surface of a droplet with diameter p at temperature T,,.
From the physics of small droplets, it is shown that 3

-P'e (T ) e (2-2)

-6
For a droplet larger than 5 x 10- cm in a mercury-nitrogen gas mixture
at moderate temperature (of the order of 500°K), the exponential term
in Eq. (2-Z) is very close to unity, and thus *, can be considered equal
to Pw * In addition, the term (Te/T.) If&is only slightly different from

unity, although T, - rx is not necessarily negligible, as will be shown
later in the numerical examples. The error thus introduced into the
analysis by .setting (T./T,)" equal to unity is negligible. Hence, Eq. (2-1)
may be written

V xt -- A(~cr (2-3)

Region Ild

In the continuum, the net number of the vapor molecules passing
through r- r per unit time is.8 using (T, /)/)"• j

V (2-4)

Since the net number of the vapor molecules leaving Region '1 d per unit
time should all condense on the droplet, we may put YV = vr. Therefore,
combining E%.12-3) and (2--1) yields:

2 8 ,. (D ZA ,).r + -z-' pu
- 4t (2-5)

The tiqe required for a droplet to grow from an arbitrarily small sUe to
5 x 10- cm is infinitesimally qmall compared with the growth times of
interest here, which are of the order of 0. 2 to 10 milliseconds.

3



and introducing 9 * 2AD

Now, mass balance on a droplet yields

V (2-7)i't 2 1t

Substituting Eq. (2-6) and Ee (2-7) gives

S= .... (2-8)

where 4 'RC six

For moderate temperature change3, the saturation vapor pressure
of the condensing gas may be assumed to vary linearly with temperature.
We may set

#,t (Ts, A 8 (T3 -. )(-)

where A is the saturated vapor piessure at T.r and 8 is the proportionality
constant which is determined for a specific vapor being considered.
Combining Eqs. (2-8) and (c-lO) gives:

deD ____M,_(r.____

dit !+ - + +

where

(2-12)

P4 =M

4
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2.2 ENERGY BALANCE

As in the mass diffusion case, we wish to obtain an equation for the
energy balance between a droplet and its environment which is valid in the
rarefied case, as well as in the continuum and free-molecular regimes.
In the Langmuir model used here, the environment surrounding a droplet
is divided into two regions, as illustrated in Fig. IB. In Region I , free-
molecular mechanism is assumed to prevail; in Region He , exteri&r to
Region Ie, the continuum mechanism holds.

Region I
e

Kinetic theory yields, for the energy balance on a droplet (Fig. 2),

ol. ., (r. r

(at k(7 i..)(2-13)

where the thermal accommodation coefficient is defined as:

" - (2-14)

and T.r is the temperature corresponding to the energy of a reflected mole-
cule. In Eq. (2-13), the surface-energy term and the term accounting for
the droplet-temperature adjustment to the droplel size are not included, due
to their negligible effects on the growth process.

By use of Eqs. (2-I) and (2-7), the last term on the right-hand side
of Eq, (2-13) may be replaced with

-2 C ZX,/-7-•-

since the internal energy of the vapor per unit mass in gaseous phase is -

Rearranging Eq. (2-13) yields:

_!KD (2-15)
MS 'et (M6 .,.) -5
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whe re

5 '* 'Y ra

and N

Region 'Ue

At r. + ÷eA* Fourier's equation for continuum heat conduction
per unit area of droplet surface gives

-2 K th(7-reT..)

Now the boundary condition at the juncture of regions I and 11e requires

that 1=. e

Therefore, combining Eqs. (2-14) and (2-17). we obtain

+ 2 fA (D*2&)+
, ( - 8 + ? ()

and

dD (t, +m1,) 2. KthsD * 2ae)
S d lt + (~ M-,) ) +2 , t(D)+2 A) (S-..) (2-19)

Introducing e =24.and some manipulatian of Eq. (2-19) yields

e .-- (7.(- T (2-20)
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where 4Kb,

2 K't (2-21)

6+l

and M., M7 are defined in Eq. (2-16).

Thus, by combining the mass-balance equation (2-11), and the
energy-balance equation (2-20), we obtain an expression for the rate of
droplet growth.

6t('D+M7)(D+ rzpe) - M4 .1Z2+ a)- MOR u.(D~e) (2-22)

where

(2-23)t4 = MsM.MsM 4 N1

Integration of Eq. (;. -2Z) with the boundary condition D mD. at tvO,
the solution for the &roplet size as a function of time is obtained as

t N(iL-.D:) +N, (¶D -D.).k A., 1 (2-Z4)

whe re

3 =

4Fiý -Zl (, Cl

M4

The droplet temperature Tv as a function of the droplet size is, from Eqs.(2-11)
and (2-20) )

IT (N,6 D IN)O i)De)-M DCb+a)-Ma D (3) +2!
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For convenience, we introduce the correction parameters t and
in terms of the mean free path A.

Z -- 2) (2-27)

or 9 
(2-28)

where ) and • are multiplication factors for mass diffusion and energy
transfer, respectively..

Fuchs contends that the values of )P and g may be between unity and
10. On the other hand. Springer and Tsai6 take the value of unity and results
obtained appear to be in good agreement with experimental data, 0O, II at
least for heat conductig in rarefied gases (see Ref. 6 for comparison).
Moreover, Gyarmathy" suggests taking from 0. 5 to unity for these values
as deduced from Millikan's oil drop drag experiments,

Numerical examples were calculated for • 1,3. 5 and = 1. 3. 5 at
= 455K. v = Satin, p 0. 08 atmn, 4x 1 = , 1 and D. = 0.001 rxicron.

The results are shown in Figs. 3 to S. It is seen t-hat the droplet growth at a
given time t depends greatly upon the values of W and r . I

Two observations may be made on the droplet growth from the
results. The first is that once the diffusion effect on the droplet growth is
taken into account, the heat transfer effect is rather small. This may be
seen from Fig. 4, -where compariszn is made between the growth for
S= t = I and that for P =1, i = 5. The difference in the growths is
very small and, for all practical purposexi, may be neglected. On the otherhand- we observe in Fig. 5 that increasing the value of )& from unity to 5 at
a fixed value of g (e.g. 4 = 1) ;auses ai, appreciable difference in the droplet-
size growths. Thus, for the numerical examples calculated, the effects of
diffusion are more pronounced than those of energy transfer. This is the I
same conclusion that was obtained in the previous analysis (Ref. 1) whichcorresponds to 9• z:o.

The second observation is that this limiting case of ) P = 0 is
usually adequate. The comparison of the curves for Y, = 1 z I and )p = r 0
in Fig. 3A reveals that the curves are very close to each other. In other
words, if the final droplet is sufficiently large to be in the continuum regime,
it makes little difference whether the diffusion and energy-transfer conditions
are taken at one mean free path from' the droplet (1, = C I), or at the droplet
surface itself (* = t = 0). However, if the droplet size is in the slip regime,
the relative influence of )P and t on the droplet growth is appreciable, as
shown in Fig. 3B, which shows the data of Fig. 3Aenlarged and replotted on
semi-logarithmic coordinates.

I



The same conclusion may also be obtained from the consideration of
the rate of droplet growth for given )P and g (Eq. (2-22). For )P = 0.
the growth rate becomes, from Eoq(2-32)

We now compare these two rates by defining

SdD/d• (-

8 /) -I (2-30)

Substituting Eqs& (Z2-22) and (Z2-29) in Eq. (2-30) gives

144 eD(T+ f) + M #aD (D +e-) (-

(N~D.1)s)D4~e-.Se2(b*') - M,9 RDLD.e

Calculations were performed for the nitrogen-mercury gas mixture
under the same conditions as before for various droplet sizes. The mean
free path is about 0. 02 micron under these circumstances, and the numerical
example is calculated for the droplet sizes varying between 0.001 micron
and 1. 0 micron, which corresponds to the Knudsen number k./X) between
20 and 0. 02.

The results are shown it. Fig. 6 for various values of * and .
It is seen that there are considerable differences in the rates of the growth,
but the resulting droplet sizes, as shown in Fig. 3, are not greatly affected
by the particular choice of the parameters - and E as long as the final
droplet size is sufficiently large to be in the continuum.

The droplet-temperature history was also obtained for various values
of P and & , and the results are plotted in Fig. 7. It shows that the droplet
temperature jumps about 11 K from its initial value of T, at the onset of
condensation process, decreases slightly and reaches a constant value in a
matter of several milliseconds. signifying the balance between the thermal-
gradient limitation and the diffusiorn limitation. This conclusion was also
reached in the previous analysis for the case where 1 0.

3. CHANGING FLUID CONDITIONS

In Sec. 2. the droplet-size growth and the droplet temperature as
functions of time were analyzed under thermal and diffusion limitations while
the surrounding fluid conditions were assumed to be constant. In this section,
the assumption of constant conditions is removed,. so that the environmental

9



conditions such as the fluid temperature and the vapor pressure are allowed
to change with time due to the release of the heat of condensation to the
surrounding medium as condensation progresses. The changes and the
droplet growth now depend upon the droplet number density W , in addition
to the other conditions considered in Sec. 2.

In formulating the equations, it is necessary to obtain expressions for
the changes In the vapor concentration in the fluid medium (-p.), the saturation
pressure of the condensing vapor (p. ), and the fluid temperature T.. in terms
of W , ), , and other variables. -bi course, the usual mass and energy
balances are required. Since these expressions have already been obtained
in the previous analysis,l their derivations will be omitted here. FromEq-(3-1) of Ref. lthe fluid temperature T. is

G W CD3- 2.(3-1)

where

ir-k T. E
NJ Cj P (3-2)

The partial vapor pressure of the condensing gas isl

S- W'- C7W(3-3)

where

C7-aW. D - A

(3-4)

The saturation pressure of the condensing gas isl

Combining Eqs.(3-l),(3-3). (3-5), along with the previously developed mass
and energy balance Eqs (2-10) and (2-21), we obtain

10



:.2 K3 - • 4 W -s+j e)" (3-6)

whe re

K 3  i4,-A+B%:GWD.' PK* G., 8 6CTS
K, •, K2-B+Me •
K, 4. ^÷o av e K÷ Kg, -8 Mv3,

K 1  1(3-7)

Integrating Eq. (3-6) by use of integral tables with the boundary condition
D =). at t = O, we obtain

t Q N (-, CL - Q 4 J J H +.aD)_

(W + ro V 11~;j:~n+ Q,1)- 2 1~r+4D]

60--a -v • + + W (Q.fL+•.4# X

4,, ., - ;- +, [4, no•,# F+
___71N -F)&

(4 A o

+ ~+ K

- j~'K 3 ,WD- ~WD*y~
JW'K4  výý(W.%

_ _ twD" + *H

+ (3 -8)I I



whe re

'Isw =A*+ 4s G(+ (i

)V,, +,< K4 IN ,-,<K'
H F - (3-9)

and k

K, K ,- 6 + K r* K' u•.

a 7,

3# I( KI r + KS tit
4 7r

Cis -1 l.* Ku

Q" zw (3-10)

The terms 4 r, ,r .... and U. •. are defined as

r. : r./AR)"

rS4

12 II



.4

and

3, W

14 A './e)"

S(3-12)

Thus, an implicit solution is obtained for the droplet size as a function of
tirne in terms of V , , . etc.

Numerical examples are calculated under the same initial conditions
as in Sec. 2 and the results are plotted in Fig. 8 for W = 106 and~in Fig. 9,
for W z 108 with ) = = 0, 1, 3, and 5. Fig. 10 gives the droplet
growth as a function of time when I = 1 for various values of the
droplet number density W . The fluid temperatre T. is piotted in Fig. I I
as a function of time for various values of W and )V = = I. Also, the
influence of I& and • on the fluid temperature is shown in Fig. 12 where
W = 107 and " , are varied from 0 to 5.

The results indicate that the effec. of 3 , • on the droplet growth
is less pronounced iin the changing fluid case (Figs. 8, 9) than in the constant
fluid case. These figures show that, at a given time t , the droplet-size
differences between, say, W - = I and ) = = 5 become smaller as
the magnitude of the droplet number density W is increased. The same
trend is also observed for the rate of increase in the fluid temperature as
condensation proceeds (Figs. 10, 11). However, in the slip regime itself.
the effect of 10 and 9 on the droplet growth is not necessarily small
(Fig. 9) and determination of physically reasonable values of P and 1 is
important in predicting droplet growth in the slip regime. As yet, this

13



question is not settled to everyone's satisfaction. However. in the case of
heal conduction in rareied gases at least, taking unity 6 for the energy-
trarsfer correlation parameter seems to agree well with the experiment
re•,uIts.t0, 11 It appears reasonable to take unit value for the mass transfer
parameter ae well, since both these processes display similar "jump"
characteristics in the slip regime.

4. CONC LUSIONS

The growth characteristics of condensation droplets and the histories
of droplct and Iluid temperatuxes in rarefied gases have been analyzed when
thermal and diffusion effects are present. Bout energy and mass transfer
processes are simultaneously considered for the analysis, in which the
Lang-nuir model is employed for the slip regime. Two cases were con-
s-idered: 1) constant environmental fluid conditions, and 2) the more
practical case of the changing fluid conditions due to condensation effects,
suc.h as depletion of the mass of the vapor in the fiuid medium and the
reiease of thj heat of condensation to the surroundings.

Analytic solutions were obtained for these cases for the droplet size
ae, a function of time by expressing the saturation vapor pressure as a linear
function of temperature.

The results indicate that when the droplet is very small or very large

compared with the mean free path of the surrounding fluid, the values chosen
for the slip-regime parameters 7t and 4 have a negligible effect on the
droplet growth. On the other hand, in the slip regime~the droplet growth depends
greatly oti the choice of these parameters. Experimental studies are in
progress to establish the correct values of those parameters. However. on
the basis of limited available heat-transfer data, it appears that taking unit
values for these parameters is reasonable.

14
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